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Existentialism, a highly subjective philosophy
which many people connect with such names as
Jem Paul Sirtre (b 190o) or Albert Camus
(1913-60) and assume to be a post war move
ment associated with disillusion and a sordid
view of life However existentialism stems
from Soren Kierkegaard (1813-55) the Danish
religious writer —his own description of ham
self—in such works as EitherlOr rear and
Irenblmg and ConclvJMd Unscientific Post
<smi>t Between the two wars translations of
Kierkegaard into German influenced Mirtin
Heidegger s (b 1889) great work Eemo and
Time and the other great existentialist Karl
Jaspers (b 1883) it has strongly influenced
modern Protestant theology notably m Karl
Earth Bemhold Niebuhr and Paul TilUch and
beyond that field Gabriel Marcel (b 1887) the
Spanish writer Unamuno (1864-1936) ib his
well known the Tragic St use of Life and Martin
Buber of Israel (b 1878) in his I and Thou We
have it on Heidegger s authority hat Sartre
is no philosopher even if it is to his works that
modern existentialists often turn
Existentialism is extremely difficult for the
non metaphysically minded to understand it
deals not with the nature of the universe or what
are ordinarily thought of as philosophical prob
lems but describes an attitude to life or God held
b> the Individual Briefly its mam essentials
are (1) it diatinguishes between essence i e that
aspect of an entity which can be observed and
known—and its existence—the fact of its having,
a place in a ehangmt, and dangerous world which
is what really matters (2) existence being basic
each self aware individual can grasp his own
existence on reflection in his own immediate ex
penence of himself and his situation as a free
being in the world what he finds is not merely a
knowing self but a self that fears hopes believes
wills and is aware of its need to find a purpose
plan and destiny in life (3) but we cannot grasp
our existence by thought alone thus the fact
all men must die relates to the essence of man
but it is necessary to be involved to draw the
conclusion as a person that I too must die
and experience its impact on our own individual
existence (4) because of the preceding it is
necessary to abandon our attitude of objec
tmty and theoretic il detachment when faced
by the problems relating to the ultimate pur
pose of our own life and the basis of our own
conduct life remains closed to those who take
no part in it because it can hive no significance
(5) it follows that the existentialist cannot be
rationalist ib his outlook for this is merely an
escape into thought from the serious problems of
existence none of the important aspects of
life—failure evil sin folly—nor (in the view of
Kierkegaard) even the existence of God or the
truth of Christianity—can be proved by reason
God does not exist He is eternal was how
he expressed it (6) life is short and limited in
space and kms, therefore it is foohsh to discuss
in a leisurely fashion matters of life or death as if
there were all eternity to argue them m It r
necessary to make a leap uito the unknown e g
accepting Christ (to the case of the Christian
existentialist) by faith to the sense of giving and
risking the self utterly This means complete
commitment not a dependence on arguments
as to whether certain historical events did, or
did not happen.
To summarise existentialism of whatever
type seems to the outsider to be an attitude to
life concerning itself with the individual a ulti
mate problems tonne, not yours) to be anti
rationalist and anti idealist (in the sense of
being as it seems to the believer practical)—in
effect it seems to say life is too short to fool
about with argument you must dive in and be
come committed to something Sartre who
calls himself an atheist existentialist is
apparently committed to the belief that hell is
other people but for most critics the main
argument against existentialist philosophy is
that it often resta on a highly specialised per
sonal experience and, as such is incom
municable
Extra-sensory Perception See Telepathy
 Fabian Society In 1848 (the year of The Com
munist Manifesto by Marx and Engels) Europe
was in revolt In most countries the workers
and intellectuals started bloody revolutions
against the feudal rul ng classes which were no
less violently suppressed hence on the con
tinent socialism took on a Marxist tinge which
to some extent it still retains But at the same
time England was undergoing a slow but non
violent transition m her political and industrial
life which led the workers m general to look for
ward to progress through evolution Marxism
never became an important movement in
England even though it took its origin here
There were many reasons for this the agitation
of the Chartists (q v ) the writings of Mill
Euskm and Carlyle the reforms of Eobert
Owen the rehjous movement led by the
Wesleys the Co operative societies the
Christian socialists Furthermore legislation
stimulated by theqe bodies had led to an ex
tension of the franchise to include a considerable
number of wage earners remedial measures to
correct some of the worst abuses of the factory
system recognition of the trade unions etc
This was the background against which the
Fabian Society was founded in 1884 with the
conviction that social change could be brought
about by gradual parliamentary means (The
name is derived from Quintus Fabius Maximus
the Eoman general nicknamed Cunctator the
delayer who achieved his successes in defending
Rome against Hannibal by refusing to jive
direct battle ) It was a movement of brilliant
intellectuals chief among whom were Sidney
and Beatrice Webb H G Wells G B Shaw
Graham Wallas Sidney Olivier and Edward
Pease The Society itself was basically a re
search institution which furnished the intel
lectual information for social reform and sup
ported all contributing to the gradual attain
ment by parliamentary means of socialism
The Webbss analysis of society emphasised
that individualist enterprise m capitalism was a
hang over from early days and was bound to
defeat itself since socialism is the inevitable
accompaniment of modern industrialism the
necessary result of popular government is con
trol of their economic system by the people
themselves Utopian schemes had been doomed
to failure because they were based on the fallacy
that society is static and that islands of utopiaa
could be formed to the midst of an unchanging
and antagonistic environment On the con
trary it was pointed out society develops
The new becomes old often before it is con
sclously retarded as new Social reorgamsa
tion cannot usefully be hastened by violent
means but only through methods consonant
with this natural historical progression—
gradual peaceful and democratic The
Fabians were convinced that men are rational
enough to accept in their common interest de
velopments which can be demonstrated as
necessary thus public opinion will come to see
that socialisation of the land and industries is
essential in the same way that they came to
accept the already existing acts in respect of
housing onsurance medical caie and conditions
of work. Gradual permeation of the power
groups—trade unions political parties
managers and enlightened employers—would
speed the process.
The Society collaborated first in the formation
of the Independent Labour Party and then with
the more moderate Labour Party and the trade
unions and Co operative movement But in
general it disapproved of independent trade
union action since change should come from the
government and take political form The class
war of Marx was rejected and so too was the
idea of the exclusive role of the working class
—reform must come from the enlightened co
operation of all classes—not from their opposi
tion.
Faculty Psychology a school of psychology
basically belonging to the early 19th cent
which sought to explain mental phenomena by
referring them to the activity of certain agencies
or faculties such as memory imagination will,
etc as if they were entities in their own right

